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PRIMER : Student Worksheet
CHAPTER 2: DIGGING DEEPER INTO ACCOUNTING FOR COSTS AND BENEFITS
Costs come in two broad categories, 
______________________ and 
______________________.   
What is the primary difference between these two categories of costs?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
In addition to accounting, what other perspectives might we use to think about costs?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
When a company does not include all of the costs associated with their product or service in the price, 
who might need to pay those costs?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
What type of accounting  allows a company to consider the full cost of their goods or services, as 
represented by the notion of the True Price?
__________________________________________________________________________________
Define True Price
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
What is the primary difference between the True Price and the False Price?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
What are some of the difficulties when assessing the True Price of a good or service?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Important Questions:  Please provide thoughtful responses, use the student responses in the Primer to 
help you think these important questions through.
Should we leave it to future generations? 
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Or speculate about future systems? 
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Or are accounting and capitalism altogether flawed?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
How could we start to shift current prices towards the True Price?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
